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Abstract

Exact space periodic solutions to the Navier–Stokes equations are derived that are invariant with
respect to any crystallographic group inR3 with purely rotational point groupΓ . A complete classifi-
cation of the space periodic NSE solutions with pairwise non-interacting Fourier modes is obtained.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we solve the problem of complete classification of solutions to the 2-D and
3-D Navier–Stokes equations

∂V
∂t

+ (V · ∇)V = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν�V + 1

ρ
f , divV = 0, (1.1)

with non-interacting Fourier modes, provided that solutions are space periodic with arbitrary
vector periodsp1,p2,p3. HereV(t, x) is the fluid velocity vector field,p(t, x) is the pressure
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and f (t, x) is the body force, vectorx = (x1, x2, x3). We show that there are exactly four
infinite families of solutions with pairwise non-interacting modes. Among them there are
two classes of classically known exact solutions[1] and two classes of new exact solutions
[2–5]. The most important solutions depend on all four variablest, x1, x2, x3 and have
no geometrical symmetries. The solutions correspond to the infinite series of invariant
submanifolds for the Navier–Stokes equations.

The standard 2π-periodic solutions to the NSE were considered in papers[6–9]. We
show that the Navier–Stokes dynamical systems for space periodic solutions with different
vector periodsp1,p2,p3 generically are not equivalent to each other and have qualitatively
different classes of exact solutions. The moduli space of non-equivalent Navier–Stokes
dynamical systems has dimension 6.

We derive exact solutions to the Navier–Stokes equations that are invariant with re-
spect to certain crystallographic groups inR

3. Since the general problem of existence and
smoothness of solutions to the NSE is unresolved[10], we construct solutions with crys-
tallographic symmetries in exact form. As is known[11], there are 219 non-isomorphic
crystallographic groupsG in three dimensions. Among them, there are 52 groupsG which
have purely rotational point groupsΓ ⊂ SO(3) that can be either the octahedral groupO,
or tetrahedralT, or dihedralDn, or a cyclic groupCn wheren = 2,3,4,6. We construct
exact NSE solutions that are invariant with respect to any of the 52 crystallographic groups
with purely rotational point groupsΓ .

2. Dynamical system for the space periodic solutions

(I) We study NSE solutions that satisfy the periodicity conditions

V(t, x + pj) = V(t, x), ∇p(t, x + pj) = ∇p(t, x),

f (t, x + pj) = f (t, x), (2.1)

wherei = 1,2,3 and vector periodsp1,p2,p3 are linearly independent. The integral com-
binationsn1p+ n2p2 + n3p3, ni ∈ Z, form a lattice of periodsΛ. Let vectorsk1, k2, k3
are defined by the equations

ki · pj = 2πδij. (2.2)

The integral combinationsm1k +m2k2 +m3k3,mi ∈ Z, form the reciprocal latticeΛ∗.
Vectorski areki = λpj × pk, whereλ = 2π[p1 · (p2 × p3)]−1 and indicesi, j, k form a
cyclic permutation. We present the space periodic solutions (2.1) in the form of Fourier series

V(t, x) =
∑
k∈Λ∗

Vk (t) exp(ik · x), f (t, x) =
∑
k∈Λ∗

fk (t) exp(ik · x), (2.3)

∇p(t, x) = p0(t) + i
∑
k∈Λ∗

pk (t)k exp(ik · x),

where summation is taken over all vectorsk of the reciprocal latticeΛ∗. For real functions
V(t, x), p(t, x) and f (t, x), the Fourier componentsVk , fk ∈ C

3, andpk ∈ C satisfy the
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relations

V−k = V̄k , p−k = p̄k , f−k = f̄k . (2.4)

VectorsV0(t),p0(t) andf0(t) are real. The incompressibility equation divV = 0 implies

k · Vk = 0. (2.5)

Substituting formulae(2.3) into Eq. (1.1), we obtain an infinite-dimensional dynamical
system forn 
= 0

V̇n + i
∑

k+m=n
(Vk ·m)Vm + ipn

ρ
n + n2νVn − ρ−1fn = 0. (2.6)

Forn = 0, usingEq. (2.5)we obtain

V̇0 + ρ−1(p0 − f0) = 0. (2.7)

For n 
= 0, all functionspn can be excluded fromEq. (2.6). Indeed, projectingEq. (2.6)
onto vectorn and usingEq. (2.5), we obtain

pn = − ρ

n2
n ·

∑
k+m=n

(Vk ·m)Vm − i

n2
n · fn. (2.8)

However, vectorp0(t) cannot be excluded from the Navier–Stokes dynamical system as it
clearly follows fromEq. (2.7). This property is closely connected with the existence of a
large group of symmetries of system(2.6) and (2.7), see Section4.

Substituting formulae(2.8) into Eq. (2.6), we obtain the equivalent form:

V̇n = −n2νVn + i

n2
n×


n×

∑
k+m=n

(Vk ·m)Vm


 − 1

ρn2
n× (n× fn) ,

V̇0 = ρ−1(f0 − p0), (2.9)

where we use formulaX − (n · X)n/n2 = −n× (n× X)/n2.
(II) Using the identity

A × (B× C) = (A · C)B− (A · B)C, (2.10)

andEq. (2.5), we transformEq. (2.9)into dynamical system

V̇n = −n2νVn + i

2n2
n×


n×


 ∑
k+m=n

(k −m) × [Vk × Vm] + 2i

ρ
fn





 ,

(2.11)

where all vectorsk,m,n belong to the reciprocal latticeΛ∗. In view of Proposition 5of
Section 4, we assumeV0(t) = 0 in Eq. (2.11).

The dynamical systems(2.11)for space periodic solutions with two different triples of
periodsp1, p2,p3 are equivalent if and only if the corresponding latticesΛ are connected
by an orthogonal transformation. The moduli space of non-equivalent systems(2.11)has
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dimension 6. Indeed, if the two systems(2.11) are equivalent, then their critical points
Vn = 0 have equal eigenvalues. These eigenvalues areλn = −n2ν, for all vectorsn ∈ Λ∗.
It is evident that the set of numbers−n2 for n ∈ Λ∗ defines the latticeΛ∗ up to an arbitrary
rotation and inversion. Since the latticeΛ∗ is defined by its basisk1, k2, k3, the moduli
spaceM of non-equivalent dynamical systems(2.11)has dimension 6.

Remark 1. The multiplicities of the eigenvaluesλn = −n2ν are defined by the cardinality
of solutions to the equation

n2 =
3∑
ij

ninjki · kj = C, ni ∈ Z. (2.12)

If the scalar productski · kj are rationally independent thenEq. (2.12)has either two integral
solutions (n1, n2, n3) and (−n1,−n2,−n3) or none. Hence on the invariant submanifold
defined by the constraints(2.4) and (2.5)all eigenvaluesλn have multiplicity 4 (since the
complex vectorsVn are orthogonal to vectorsn). Let us show however that for a dense
set of matricesKij = ki · kj the multiplicities of eigenvaluesλn = −n2ν or the number
of solutions toEq. (2.12)can be arbitrarily large whenC −→ ∞. Indeed, suppose that
matrixKij is proportional to a rational matrix:ki · kj = brij/q, whererij, q ∈ Z, b ∈ R.
This amounts to the condition

pi · pj = b−1(2π)2(R−1)ij, Rij = rij

q
. (2.13)

Let PN be the set of (2N + 1)3 pointsn = n1k1 + n2k2 + n3k3 ∈ Λ∗, where−N ≤ ni ≤
N. On thePN , we have

b−1n2 = b−1
∑
ij

ninjki · kj = r

q
≤ 1

q

∑
ij

|rij|N2.

Hence the rational-valued functionb−1n2 = r/q has at most
∑ |rij|N2 distinct values

on the setPN of (2N + 1)3 points. Then by Dirichlet’s principle there are at least
KN = [(2N + 1)3/

∑ |rij|N2] points of PN where functionb−1n2 has the same value.
As KN ≈ cN −→ ∞ for N −→ ∞, Eq. (2.12)does have arbitrarily many solutions as
C −→ ∞. Evidently this is true for a dense set of periodsp1,p2,p3 satisfying condition
(2.13).

Remark 2. The above arguments are applicable also to any vector equations that contain
the Laplace operator of velocityV(t, x), for example to the vector diffusion equations and
to the viscous MHD equations.

Proposition 3. If matrix Kij = ki · kj has the formKij = brij/q, where rij, q ∈ Z,
then the number of solutionsn ∈ Λ∗ to Eq. (2.12) which do not belong to a finite
number� of lines and to a finite number m of planes becomes arbitrarily large when
C −→ ∞.
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Proof. Let P∗
N be the setPN without points of the� lines L and them planesP. An in-

tersectionL ∩ PN has at most 2N + 1 points andP ∩ PN has at most (2N + 1)2 points.
Hence the setP∗

N has at leastMN points,MN = (2N + 1)3 − �(2N + 1) −m(2N + 1)2

and the above proof applies becauseK∗
N = [MN/

∑ |rij|N2] ≈ cN −→ ∞ when
C −→ ∞. �

3. Exact solutions with crystallographic symmetries

(I) As is known[11], a crystallographic (or space) groupG is generated by three basis
translationsx̃ = x + pi and the generators of the point groupΓ ⊂ O(3) combined with
non-primitive translationstQ ∈ R

3, whereQ ∈ Γ . The group transforms̃x = Qx + tQ are
denoted as〈Q|tQ〉. The multiplication law is

〈Q|tQ〉 · 〈R|tR〉 = 〈QR|tQR〉, tQR = QtR + tQ. (3.1)

The groupG representation inR3 can be chosen to satisfy the rationality condition(2.13)
[11]. Any element〈Q|tQ〉 ∈ G withQ 
= 1,Q 
= −1, may have a line or a plane of eigen-
vectorsQx = ±x with eigenvalues±1. Since any crystallographic point groupΓ has at
most 48 elements we have at most 46 such eigenlines and 46 eigenplanes. LetE∗ be the
set of points of the latticeΛ∗ which do not belong to these eigenlines and eigenplanes. It
is evident that the setE∗ is invariant under the groupΓ action and each orbitΓj in E∗ is
isomorphic toΓ . Proposition 3yields thatEq. (2.12)has arbitrarily many solutionsn ∈ E∗
whenC −→ ∞.

There are 219 non-isomorphic space groups in three dimensions. From the tables of these
groups[11], one finds that 52 of them have rotational point groupsΓ ⊂ SO(3). Among these
52 space groups, there are 23 symmorphic groups which are the semi-direct productsΓ ×̇Z

3

and have all translationstQ = 0. The other 29 non-symmorphic groups are extensions of
Z

3 by the corresponding groupsΓ .
There are 11 point crystallographic groupsΓ ⊂ SO(3): the trivial one, four cyclic groups

Cn, four dihedral groupsDn, n = 2,3,4,6, the tetrahedral groupT (rotations of a regular
tetrahedron), and the octahedral groupO (rotations of a cube). The groups have respec-
tively 1, n, 2n,12 and 24 elements. The groupsC2, C4,D2,D4, T andO leave invariant
a lattice with orthonormal basise1,e2,e3 and the groupsC3, C6,D3,D6 one with basis
e1, (1/2)e1 + (1/2)

√
3e2,e3.

(II) A vector field V(t, x) is invariant with respect to a transform̃x = Qx + tQ if
V(t,Qx + tQ) = QV(t, x). Substituting this into Fourier series(2.3), we find the invari-
ance equations

VQk = exp(−iQk · tQ)QVk , pQk = exp(−iQk · tQ)pk . (3.2)

Let us construct exactG-invariant solutions in the class of Beltrami fields[2–4,12,13]. In
papers[2,3] the exact solutions

V(t, x) = C1 e−α2νt

∫ ∫
S2

[sin(αk · x)T(k) + cos(αk · x)k × T(k)] dσ (3.3)
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are derived along with their generalizations for the viscous MHD equations, see also[4].
HereT(k) is an arbitrary vector field tangent to the unit sphereS2 and dσ is an arbitrary
measure onS2. The NSE solutions(3.3)satisfy also the Beltrami equation

curlV = αV. (3.4)

Substituting Fourier series(2.3) into (3.4)we obtain

k × Vk = −iαVk . (3.5)

Cross-multiplying this equation with vectork and usingk · Vk = 0, we findk2 = α2. Taking
Eq. (3.5)for wave vectorQk and using the invariance equations (3.2) we find

Qk ×QVk = (detQ)Q(k × Vk ) = −iαQVk . (3.6)

Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6)yield the necessary condition forG-invariance: detQ = 1 for allQ ∈
Γ . Hence the Beltrami vector fields(3.4) can be invariant only with respect to the 52
crystallographic groupsG that have purely rotational point groupsΓ ⊂ SO(3).

Solutions toEq. (3.5)have the formVk = Ak + ik × Ak/α [2], whereAk are any real
vectors obeying the equationsAk · k = 0,A−k = Ak . FromEq. (3.2), we derive the invari-
ance condition

AQk = Q

(
cos(Qk · tQ)Ak + 1

α
sin(Qk · tQ)k × Ak

)
. (3.7)

Proposition 3implies that forα2 = C −→ ∞ there are arbitrarily many pointsk ∈ E∗
which satisfyEq. (2.12)k2 = α2 = C. The groupΓ acts on the setE∗ without fixed points
and vectorsk and−k define different orbits ofΓ . Let us choose some representative vectors
k and−k for the orbitsΓj, the real vectorsAk andA−k = Ak and define vectorsAQk by
formula(3.7). Hence we obtain (forf (t, x) = 0) theG-invariant space periodic solutions

Vα(t, x) = e−α2νt
∑
k,Q

Q[cos(Qk · (x − tQ))Ak − 1

α
sin(Qk · (x − tQ))k × Ak ],

pα(t, x) = C1 − ρV2
α(t, x)
2

. (3.8)

Here summation is taken over all elementsQ ∈ Γ and over the representative vectorsk
for every orbitΓj that belongs to the setS2 ∩ E∗, k2 = α2. For the 23 symmorphic space
groupsG = Γ ×̇Z

3 we havetQ = 0 andAQk = QAk .

Example 4.

(a) Let lattice Λ∗ has basise1, (1/2)e1 + (1/2)
√

3e2,e3. The 12 vectors±e1 ±
e3,±(1/2)e1 ± (1/2)

√
3e2 ± e3 ∈ Λ∗ have the same norm|k| = √

2 and form an orbit
of the dihedral groupD6 that is generated by a 60◦ rotationQ1 arounde3 and a 180◦
rotationQ2 arounde1. Hence forα = ±√

2, the corresponding exact solutions(3.8)
are invariant under the crystallographic groupD6×̇Z

3.
(b) Let latticeΛ∗ has orthonormal basise1,e2,e3 andk1 = (1,5,6), k2 = (2,3,7). We

havek2
1 = k2

2 = 62. For the 24 rotations of a unit cube, the 48 vectorsQk1,Qk2 are
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different for allQ ∈ O. Hence forα = ±√
62, the corresponding exact solutions(3.8)

are invariant with respect to the symmorphic crystallographic groupO×̇Z
3.

(c) Using the inclusions of the groupsC2 ⊂ C4 ⊂ D4 ⊂ O,D2 ⊂ D4, T ⊂ O,C3 ⊂
D3 ⊂ D6, C6 ⊂ D6, we define restrictions of the examples (a) and (b) onto the sub-
groupsΓ where vectorsAQk = QAk (3.7) are independent on different orbits of the
groupΓ . Thus we obtain solutions(3.8)that are invariant under the symmorphic crys-
tallographic groupsΓ ×̇Z

3.

4. Symmetries of the NSE dynamical system

(I) LetQ ∈ O(3) be any element of the holohedryH(Λ∗) (group of orthogonal transfor-
mations that preserve the latticeΛ∗), andS(t) ∈ R

3 be an arbitrary smooth vector function
of t. The holohedryH(Λ∗) always contains at least two elementsQ = 1 andQ = −1.

The NSE dynamical system(2.6) and (2.7)for f (t, x) = 0 has an infinite-dimensional
Lie groupG of symmetries

Ṽk (t) = exp(ik · S(t))QVQ−1(k)(t), Ṽ0(t) = QV0(t) − Ṡ(t), (4.1)

p̃k (t) = exp(ik · S(t))pQ−1(k)(t), p̃0(t) = Qp0(t) + ρS̈(t). (4.2)

The Lie groupG is a semidirect product of the holohedryH(Λ∗) and the abelian Lie groupA0
of vector-valued functionsS(t),G = H(Λ∗)×̇A0. The proof follows by a straightforward
verification and can be obtained also from the Lie group analysis[14] of the non-periodic
Navier–Stokes equations.

(II) Substituting formulae(4.1) and (4.2)into Fourier series(2.3), we arrive at the sym-
metries

Ṽ(t, x) = QV(t,Q−1[x + S(t)]) − Ṡ(t), (4.3)

∇p̃(t, x) = Q∇p(t,Q−1[x + S(t)]) + ρS̈(t).

A direct substitution toEq. (1.1)proves that transforms(4.3)with any matrixQ ∈ O(3) are
symmetries of the Navier–Stokes equations for the general non-periodic case. Transforms
(4.1)-(4.3)have a clear physical meaning: the invariance of the NSE equations (1.1) under
transforms into an accelerated frame of reference. This is a generalization of the well-known
Galilean invariance of the NSE equations whereS(t) = ut, u = const. andρS̈(t) = 0. An
important point is that the transforms(4.1)-(4.3)give new solutions in the standard inertial
frame of reference because the form of the Navier–Stokes equations is preserved by them.

Proposition 5. Any smooth space periodic solution to the Navier–Stokesequations (2.6)
and (2.7)can be transformed by symmetries(4.1) and (4.2)into a solution withṼ0(t) =
0, p̃0(t) = 0.

Indeed, letV0(0) = U. We apply the transform(4.1) and (4.2)where functionS(t) satisfies
the equations̈S(t) = −ρ−1p0(t), Ṡ(0) = U,S(0) = 0, andQ = 1. Then we get from(4.2)
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p̃0(t) = 0. HenceEq. (2.7)imply ˙̃V0(t) = 0, Ṽ0(t) = Ṽ0(0). The second ofEq. (4.1)gives
Ṽ0(0) = V0(0) − Ṡ(0) = 0. Hence it is sufficient to consider space periodic NSE solutions
with Ṽ0(t) = 0, p̃0(t) = 0.

In view of Proposition 5, we study below only the space periodic NSE solutions with
V0(t) = 0,p0(t) = 0.

(III) For V0 = 0 andp0 = 0, the NSE dynamical system(2.11)has a three-dimensional
Lie group of symmetriesG1 = H(Λ∗)×̇T

3 that acts by the transformationsṼk = exp(ik ·
x)QVQ−1(k), andp̃k = exp(ik · x)pQ−1(k). Here vectorx ∈ R

3 is defined modΛ and hence
belongs to the torusT3 and orthogonal matrixQ ∈ Γ .

5. Exact solutions with non-interacting Fourier modes

(I) The interaction of thek- and m-modes is defined by the following terms in
Eq. (2.11):

Zkm = (k +m) × [(k −m) × (Vk × Vm)]. (5.1)

Thek- andm-modes do not interact ifZkm = 0.

Theorem 6. For the Navier–Stokesequations (1.1),thek-modes of a set S do not interact
pairwise if and only if one of the following four conditions are met:

(1) All wave vectorsk ∈ S are parallel.
(2) All wave vectorsk lie in one plane L and the Fourier componentsVk are orthogonal

to L.
(3) The vectorsk belong to a circumferencek · e= 0, k2 = N and vectorsVk have the

form

Vk = Ck (αe+ iβk × e), (5.2)

whereα, β are arbitrary reals, C−k = C̄k .
(4) The vectorsk belong to a spherek2 = N and vectorsVk satisfy the equations

k × Vk = ±i
√
NVk , (5.3)

with the same sign for all wave vectorsk ∈ S.

The proof consists on an analysis of the vector equationZkm = 0 (5.1) and follows the line
of the proof of paper[9] for the space periodic solutions with the standard orthogonal vector
periods (pi)j = 2πδij.

(II) For any setS of the pairwise non-interacting Fourier modes, the Navier–Stokes
dynamical system(2.11)takes the form

dVk
dt

= −k2νVk − 1

ρk2
k × (k × fk ). (5.4)

These equations define solutions to the Navier–Stokes system(2.11) provided that the
vector functionsPfk (t) = −k × (k × fk )/(ρk2) belong to the same subspaces as the Fourier
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componentsVk for k ∈ S and are zero for all wave vectorsk outside of the setS. Thus for
the sub-case (1) ofTheorem 6vectorsfk are arbitrary fork ∈ S. For the sub-case (2) vectors
Pfk have to be orthogonal to the planeL that contains the vectorsk. For the sub-case (3)
vectorsPfk should have form(5.2):

Pfk = (pk + iqk )(αe+ iβk × e) (5.5)

for all wave vectorsk belonging to the circumferencek · e= 0, k2 = N. For the sub-case
(4) vectorsPfk have to have the form(5.3):

Pfk = Pk ∓ i√
N
k × Pk , k · Pk = 0 (5.6)

for all wave vectorsk belonging to the spherek2 = N.
As is known all solutions toEq. (5.4)have the form

Vk (t) = Vk (0) exp(−k2νt) +
∫ t

0
Pfk (τ) exp(k2ν(τ − t)) dτ. (5.7)

For the constant vectorsPfk we have

Vk (t) = Pfk
k2ν

+ Ṽk exp(−k2νt), Ṽk = Vk (0) − Pfk
k2ν

. (5.8)

The formula(5.8) implies that for anyV(0, x), f (x) ∈ L2(C0), the corresponding space
periodic solutionV(t, x) has a uniformly bounded norm|V|2 = ∑

k |Vk |2 in the Hilbert
spaceL2(C0).

By the definition of the projectorPfk we havefk − Pfk = iFkk with some coefficients
Fk (t). Therefore (fk − ρPfk ) exp(ik · x) = grad(Fk exp(ik · x)). Hence we find for the body
force in(1.1):

f = gradF + ρ
∑
k∈S

Pfk exp(ik · x), F (t, x) =
∑
k∈S

Fk (t) exp(ik · x). (5.9)

The functionF (t, x) affects only the pressurep(t, x) and does not enter the dynamical
system(5.4).

(III) To each of the four sub-cases ofTheorem 6there correspond the exact space peri-
odic solutions(5.7) and (5.8). We present below the solutions(5.8) with constant vectors
Pfk .

Corollary 7. For the Navier–Stokesequations (1.1)with a steady body forcef (x), there
exists only four classes of the space periodic solutions with pairwise non-interacting Fourier
modes:

(1) The two families (for the sign + and−) of exact solutions[2–4]:

VN±(t, x) = 1

Nν

∑
k

[Pk cos(k · x) ± 1√
N
k × Pk sin(k · x)]

+ exp(−Nνt)
∑
k

[Bk cos(k · x) ± 1√
N
k × Bk sin(k · x)], (5.10)
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where the integral vectorsk satisfy the equationk2 = N and arbitrary real vectors
Bk ,Pk conform the equationsBk · k = 0,Pk · k = 0.ForPk = 0, the linear subspaces
of the exact solutions(5.10)have dimensionr3A(N) that can be arbitrarily large. The
pressure isp(t, x) = C + ρF − ρV2

N±/2.
(2) The exact solutions[4,5]:

VNe(t, x) = α

Nν

∑
k

[pk cos(k · x) − qk sin(k · x)]e

− β

Nν

∑
k

[pk sin(k · x) + qk cos(k · x)]k × e

+αe−Nνt ∑
k

[ak cos(k · x) − bk sin(k · x)]e

−β e−Nνt ∑
k

[ak sin(k · x) + bk cos(k · x)]k × e, (5.11)

where the integral vectorsk satisfy the equations

k · e= 0, k2 = N, (5.12)

andα, β, ak , bk , pk , qk are arbitrary reals,c−k = ck for c = a, b, p, q.Solutions(5.11)
have the form

VNe = αU+ β curlU, U(t, x) = fN (t, x)e,

fN = 1

Nν

∑
k

[pk cos(k · x) − qk sin(k · x)]

+ e−Nνt ∑
k

[ak cos(k · x) − bk sin(k · x)], (5.13)

p(t, x) = C + ρF − 1
2ρ[(β2N − α2)e2f 2

N + V2
Ne]. (5.14)

(3) The convergent series defined for any vectorn ∈ Λ∗ [1]:

Vn(t, x) = 1

Lν

∞∑
k=1

1

k2 [Pkn cos(kn · x) +Qkn sin(kn · x)]

+
∞∑
k=1

exp(−k2Lνt) [Akn cos(kn · x) + Bkn sin(kn · x)] , (5.15)

where vectorsCkn are orthogonal to the vectorn for C = A,B,P,Q andL = n2. The
pressure isp(t, x) = C + ρF (t, x).
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(4) The convergent series defined for any two non-parallel vectorsn andm ∈ Λ∗ [1]:

Vn,m(t, x) = 1

ν

∞∑
k,�=−∞

1

(kn + �m)2
[pk� cos((kn + �m) · x) + qk� sin((kn

+ �m) · x)]n×m+
∞∑

k,�=−∞
e−(kn+�m)2νt [ak� cos((kn + �m) · x)

+ bk� sin((kn + �m) · x)]n×m, (5.16)

wherek, � are arbitrary integers andck� are arbitrary constants forc = a, b, p, q that
define the convergent Fourier series(5.16). The pressure isp(t, x) = C + ρF (t, x).

Proof. For the sub-case (4) ofTheorem 6the formulae (5.3)(5.6) and (5.8)after sub-
stituting into the Fourier series (2.3) give the exact solutions(5.10). The solutions(5.10)
satisfy the Beltrami equation

curlVN± = ∓√
NVN±. (5.17)

Letr3Λ(N) be the number of integral solutions to the equationk2 = N, k ∈ Λ∗. As is known
[15], the numberr3Λ(N) for (pi)j = 2πδij can be arbitrarily large and the admissible integers
N 
= 4a(8k + 7). Each pair ofk- and (−k)-modes defines a two-dimensional family of the
exact solutions(5.10). Hence forPk = 0 the linear subspacesSN± of exact solutions(5.10)
have dimensionr3Λ(N). The known identity

(V · ∇)V = curlV × V + grad

(
V2

2

)
, (5.18)

and Eq. (5.17)yield (VN± · ∇)VN± = grad(V2
N±/2). HenceEqs. (1.1), (5.9) and (5.4)

imply for the pressurep = C + ρF − ρV2
N±/2.

The sub-case (3) ofTheorem 6for Ck = ak + ibk in (5.2) and forPfk of the form
(5.5) gives the exact solutions(5.11) that evidently have the form(5.13). Eq. (5.12)im-
ply the formulaee · gradfN = 0,�fN = −NfN,divU = 0,�U = −NU. Therefore using
the identity curl curlV = grad divV −�V, we obtain curlVNe = βNU+ α curlU. Hence
applying the identity (2.10) we get

curlVNe× VNe = (α2 − β2N) curlU× U = grad
[(β2N − α2)e2f 2

N ]

2
,

and the identity(5.18)yields

(VNe · ∇)VNe = grad
[(β2N − α2)e2f 2

N + V2
Ne]

2
.

Therefore formula(5.14)follows fromEqs. (1.1), (5.9) and (5.4).
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The exact solutions(5.8)corresponding to the sub-cases (1) and (2) ofTheorem 6take
the form(5.15) and (5.16), respectively. For these solutions we have (V · ∇)V = 0; hence
the pressure isp = C + ρF . �
Remark 8. For the simplest case of an orthogonal lattice of periods (pi)j = 2πδij and
N = 1,Pk = 0, the solutions(5.10)after the change of time dτ/dt = exp(−Nνt) turn into
the ABC-flows[16,17] for the fluid streamlines:

ẋ1 = A sinx3 + C cosx2, ẋ2 = B sinx1 + A cosx3,

ẋ3 = C sinx2 + B cosx1.

The corresponding vectorsk andBk in (5.10) are:k1 = (1,0,0),Bk1 = (0,0, B), k2 =
(0,1,0),Bk2 = (C,0,0), k3 = (0,0,1),Bk3 = (0, A,0) and the minus sign is chosen in
(5.10). Hence the stationary space periodic solutions(5.10)(Pk = 0) for (pi)j = 2πδij and
an arbitraryN 
= 4a(8k + 7) form an infinite family of generalizations of the ABC-flows
of dimensionsr3(N) that can be arbitrarily large. The solutions also satisfy the Beltrami
Eq. (5.17).

Remark9. Let the vectorebe one of the coordinate unit orts, for examplee3 and (pi)j = δij.
ThenEq. (5.12)readk = k1e1 + k2e2, k2

1 + k2
2 = N. The solutions(5.11) and (5.13)for

pk = qk = 0 take the form

VN3(t, x) = αUN3 + β curlUN3, UN3 = fN3e3,

fN3 = exp(−Nνt)
∑
k

[ak cos(k1x1 + k2x2) − bk sin(k1x1 + k2x2)]. (5.19)

The number of the vectorsk is equal to ther2(N) that is the number of integral solutions to
the equationk2

1 + k2
2 = N. Let the integerN = 2km1m2, wherem1 = ∏

qr, q ≡ 1(mod 4)
andm2 = ∏

ps, p ≡ 3(mod 4) wherep andq are prime divisors ofN. By Euler’s theorem
[15] the numberr2(N) is zero if any ofs is odd. If alls are even, then Gauss theorem[15]
states thatr2(N) = 4d(m1), whered(m1) is the number of divisors ofm1. Therefore the
numberr2(N) can be arbitrarily large. In the formula(5.19), we have for each pairk and
−k the two arbitrary parametersak andbk and a free parameterβ/α. Hence the family of
exact solutions(5.19)depends onr2(N) + 1 parameters.

For any two distinct positive integersk1, k2 there are eight integral vectors±kie1 ± kje2
with the same norm. Hencer2(k2

1 + k2
2) ≥ 8. For example 65= 12 + 82 = 42 + 72, hence

the subspaceS65z of exact solutions(5.19)has dimensionr2(65)+ 1 = 17.

6. Exact space periodic solutions to the two-dimensional NSE

Proposition 10. For the two-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations(1.1) in the variables
t, x1, x2, the k-modes of a given set S do not interact pairwise if and only if one of the
following two conditions are met:

(1) All wave vectorsk ∈ S belong to a circumferencek2 = N.
(2) All wave vectorsk ∈ S belong to a straight linek = λn.
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Proof. For the space periodic two-dimensional NSE(1.1), the wave vectorsk and the
Fourier componentsVk lie in the planex3 = 0. Hence we obtain for the interaction term
(5.1):Zkm = (m2 − k2)Vk × Vm and the dynamical system(2.11)turns into

dVn
dt

= −νn2Vn − 1

ρn2
n× (n× fn) + i

2n2
n×

∑
k+m=n

(m2 − k2)Vk × Vm.

In view of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) we haveVn = ivnn× e3/n2, wherev−n = v̄n. Letn× fn =
−iρfne3, f−n = f̄n. Hence the dynamical system takes the form

dvn
dt

= −νn2vn + fn +
∑

k+m=n
vkvm

k2 −m2

2k2m2
(k ×m) · e3. (6.1)

It is evident fromEq. (6.1)that thek- andm-modes do not interact, orZkm = 0, if either
k2 = m2 or the wave vectorsk andm are parallel. Hence if the setS contains two non-
parallel wave vectorsk andm then all vectorsq ∈ S belong to the circumferenceq2 = N;
otherwise the setSbelongs to a straight linek = λn. �

Proposition 11. For the two-dimensional Navier–Stokesequations (1.1)with a steady
body forcef (x), there exists only two families of the space periodic solutions with pairwise
non-interacting modes:

(1) The exact solutions

VN (t, x) = 1

Nν

∑
k∈Λ∗

[pk sin(k · x) + qk cos(k · x)]k × e

+ exp(−Nνt)
∑
k∈Λ∗

[ak sin(k · x) + bk cos(k · x)]k × e, (6.2)

where the vectorsk ∈ Λ∗ ⊂ R
2 belong to the circumferencek2 = N.Forpk = qk = 0,

the dimension of the linear space of solutions(6.2) is equal to ther2(N), the number
of solutions to the equationk2 = N, wherek ∈ Λ∗, and can be arbitrarily large.

(2) The convergent series(5.15)defined for any vectorn ∈ Λ∗ ⊂ R
2.

Proof. The sub-case (1) ofProposition 10and formula(5.8)for Ṽk = (bk − iak )k × eand
Pfk = (qk − ipk )k × e define the exact solutions(6.2). For each pair ofk- and (−k)-
modes we have the two-dimensional space of solutions(6.2). Hence forpk = qk = 0
the linear space of solutions(6.2) has dimensionr2(N) that can be arbitrarily large, see
Remark 9of Section5. The solutions(6.2) are the special cases of solutions(5.11) for
α = 0, β = −1. Hence the pressure is defined by formula(5.14): p(t, x) = C + ρF −
ρ(Nf 2

N + V2
N )/2.

The sub-case (2) ofProposition 10gives the convergent series(5.15) andp(t, x) =
C + ρF . �
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7. Conclusions

We have derived a complete classification of the space periodic NSE solutions with
pairwise non-interacting Fourier modes. The classification is independent of the vector
periodsp1,p2,p3. However the dimensions of invariant submanifolds of solutions(5.10)
depend on the periods in a drastic way and can be arbitrarily large if the rationality condition
(2.13)is met. There are four infinite series of invariant submanifolds for the NSE dynamical
systems(2.11)on which all solutions are smooth and exist for all moments of timet ≥ 0.
The wave vectorsk ∈ Λ∗ for them belong to the following four families of sets:

(1) the spheresS2 ∩Λ∗: k2 = α2,
(2) the circumferencesS1 ∩Λ∗ : k · e= 0, k2 = α2,
(3) the straight linesL1 ∩Λ∗: k = λn,
(4) the planesP2 ∩Λ∗ : k · e= 0.

Heree∈ Λ, andn ∈ Λ∗. For the 2-D periodic NSE, there are only two families of solutions
with non-interacting Fourier modes; the corresponding wave vectorsk form the sets (2) and
(3). The direct and inverse cascades do not work for all these solutions since there is no
transfer of energy through the spectrum. These results imply that the stochastization of the
solutions occurs very slowly if the initial data are in a small neighbourhood of the above
invariant submanifolds. Hence the rate of stochastization is not uniform in the functional
space of the NSE solutions.

The completeness of the obtained classification implies that for any solution outside of
the above invariant submanifolds there exists necessarily a non-zero interaction between
Fourier modes. The most complex dynamics of fluid is realized for the exact space pe-
riodic solutions(5.10) that depend on all four variablest, x, y, z and generically have no
geometrical symmetries.

We have shown that dynamical systems(2.11)describing space periodic solutions with
different periodsp1,p2,p3 generically are not equivalent to each other. The systems are
equivalent if and only if the corresponding lattices of periodsΛ are connected by an or-
thogonal transformation.

We have derived exact NSE solutions(3.8) that are invariant with respect to any of the
52 crystallographic groupsG that have purely rotational point groupsΓ ⊂ SO(3). HereΓ
is either a cyclicCn or a dihedral groupDn, n = 2,3,4,6, or the tetrahedral groupT or the
octahedral groupO. The obtainedG-invariant exact solutions depend on all four variables
t, x1, x2, x3.
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